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Hanging Hay Net Feeders and other things. 
ALAN ROOCROFT 2010. 

 
 

In the days when overnight tethering was the norm there was never a down side in my mind to 
feeding the elephants under my care on the ground, firstly everyone in the business was 
keeping elephants that way and it appeared to have no detrimental effects on the elephants, it 
was the way we had fed elephants for millennium. The elephants could lay down to rest and 
they were being fed equal portions and under ideal circumstances were stood next to a 
compatible partner or with enough room on either side 
that they could eat comfortably. In Germany where I 
worked for a while and in some of the older 
establishments we laid down a straw bed the full length 
of the barn for the elephants to sleep on and in a long 
barn with many elephants the elephant on the ends of 
the row, in the corners, would get an extra pile because 
they could only pull from their neighbor on one side if a 
wall was on the other, in fact we would fluff up the hay 
to get out all the lumps and odd things we occasionally find in hay bales and make a straight 
line so it appeared organized. The elephants would clean up their hay over night and be stood 
there gently swaying ready the next morning with a pile of poop behind them.  
 
Some years ago, not so long back, someone on the east coast in a zoo decided to try not 
chaining the elephants at night. So started a new era, a time where everything we were doing, 
literally for centuries, was stood on its head. Elephants were free at night to wander around 
their stalls. Hierarchies shifted because dominant animals that were kept apart at night by 
chaining now had access to everyone in the barn it took a while for the zoos to reconsider their 
position on the new way of keeping elephants. Bars, walls and barriers were then installed over 
the next years to stop elephants pushing, fighting and generally reorganizing themselves, some 
elephants were even separated from one another probably because they would have killed 

each other if left together. But the change heralded in the 
new era and we slowly started to look at elephants 
differently on many fronts. We couldn’t just throw the 
food on the ground anymore because the elephants 
would foul the majority before it had been eaten by 
walking on it, urinating on and of course defecating on the 
hay, so feeding off the ground was entertained. One of the 
first zoos to my recollection to install hanging hay net 
feeder was the Toledo Zoo in the late 90’s.   
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The acceptance of this method was initially controlled by the elephant keeping staff in many 
zoos, history was hard to over look and it would take a push from zoo manager’s to have it 
brought into the main stream of elephant husbandry.  
 

1. Why would elephants benefit from feeding off the ground?  
2. Do hay-net feeders really work and if so is the cost of installation worth the physical and 

mental benefits? 
3. Have we explored all avenues of possibilities for unique feeders.  

 
The answer to the first question why would elephants benefit from feeding off the ground? This 
question is quite easy to answer. Food off the ground would be out of the dirt and it would stay 
fresh longer, also there could be a certain amount of search and surprise if the elephants did 
not have access to all of the food right away, plus the imagination of our keeping staff today, 
novel and interesting ways of delivering food could be developed.  
Question # 2, do they really work is a big YES, absolutely.  
The answer to question # 3 is a big No, we have not explored all the possibilities of hay net 
feeders or feeding strategies in general we are at the tip of the iceberg and in my opinion we 
are just starting to understand what the possibilities really are of where this addition to our 
management approach will lead us.  
 
Optimistic as I am, I see elephant facilities in ten to fifteen years from now being equip with all 
necessary topography, space, natural light, humidity, drenching systems, feeding and hygiene 
supporting apparatus, along with sand and natural substrates so it would be common practice 
for new elephant facilities to be designed and built according to elephant biology, “we are not 
there yet folks”, not enough cross referencing and 
conferring is going on, the wheel is always being 
redesigned, designers and architects will need some help 
to reach a point where they have an appreciation and 
sufficient understanding of the needs of zoo elephants 
and use the elephants biology as their reference so they 
in turn can push for change when they are faced with 
directors and zoo managers who want out date ideas 
implemented with little vision to the future. Facilities of 
the future will provide educational possibilities for young elephants, there will be furniture, 
landscape and environments that will provide a repertoire of possibilities for a young elephant 
to entertain and educate itself within a planned area, there will be corners to hide behind and 
hills to climb, no more square building at least from the elephant perspective. Most of all there 
will be feeding and movement strategies that copy and enhance the elephant natural biology. I 
see facilities being built with many of the feeding apparatus already fitted, a norm of design as 
one would install a door or a wall one would include the elephant’s biology into the design 
process.  
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In the old days we said that to build a new elephants house, the people in charge would go the 
last house built and add a meter to the dimensions that in some ways is still where we are at.  
There has recently been a push to build larger elephant building in the industry, largely 
generated by outside criticism of our care and maintenance of zoo elephants. Only a small 
number were designed and built with sufficient elephant consideration and basically represent 
a larger version of an old model.    
 
In the zoos that have installed hanging feeders and that have followed and documented the 
benefits we are seeing a positive impact on the elephants world-wide, both mentality and 
physically.  It has a positive effect on social structures and herd bonding, longer feeding times 
means that elephants with lots of time on their trunks don’t get into other artificially hang-ups 
and created normal circumstances like fighting and displacement. Elephants with a purpose 
generally don’t get into trouble. Strategically placed feeding stations and feeding opportunities 
can be used to enhance motivation and movement reducing stereotypical and anticipatory 
behaviors. Link that with a top class camera system and surveillance apparatus, like 
triangulation or GPS we can plot the amount of movement and computerize herd dynamics. 
 
There are many more zoo that I interface within a year and many more that have included this 
concept into their daily routines, but here are a few zoos that have invested into the hanging 
feeder net vision?  
 
Copenhagen Zoo Denmark.  
 

With the introduction of the new elephant 
facility at Copenhagen 2008 new 
occupational feeding apparatus were 
possible. The open scape design of the 
elephant building allowed for the 
introduction of hanging feeders, these 
items were not an original concept of the 
architects or animal mangers of the zoo but 
soon after there installation they were 
seeing elephant behavior never before seen which become an intrical 
part of elephant husbandry at the zoo. Animals were seen exhibiting 

movements and position that you would never see with conventional zoo elephant 
management. Even elephants using tools to obtain food was 
observed, Tonsak the younger male would push a log under the hay 
net so he could get his nightly rations.   
 
Dublin Zoo, Ireland. 
 
Always on the cutting edge the Dublin Zoo was one of the first to 
invest into hanging hay net feeders. Dublin has firmly committed to 
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the breeding elephants so feeding and occupational strategies are on the fore front of their 
philosophy where elephants are concerned and form a focal point to the education what the 
young animals. Young elephants learn from the herd, they follow and mimic the adults, so 
feeding areas will be a congregational point for them to socialize, feed and obtain information 
about herd life.  
Our zoo guest also benefit from our inventions and imagination.  
 
Phoenix Zoo Arizona. 
 
Housing none viable female elephants is a challenge and bring 

social challenges so variety in 
habitat is crucial. Phoenix Zoo 
installed four feeding areas that 
included shade, misters and fans 
to keep the ambient 
temperature as low as 10% 
below the daily high. This gave 
us many advantages and high 
welfare expectations.     

 
 
Toledo Zoo, Ohio. 

   
 
Toledo Zoo has incorporated multiple feeders in each of their new facility stalls, with great 
effect. Renee, to the left, uses a ball to stand on to reach the 
feeders that the staff elevate for her. One other interesting side 
note which could be incorporated into a feeding strategy is the 
introduction of sound to the equation. For instance we have found 
at Toledo that whenever Renee hears the sound of the winch 
motors indicating either a feeder is about to descend, or that the 
keepers are manipulating the feeders she will her ball over the 
nearest feeder in anticipation.      
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Boras Zoo Sweden. 
 

  This Swedish Zoo has been using multiple hanging 
feeders for a number of years and was the first to use 
timers on the nets. The timers gave the ability to lengthen 
feed times over a twenty four hour period and create a 
random status to the process. Boras also introduce wall 
delivery feeders where on a timer carrots or any other 
food item would fall out of a hole in the wall per gravity at 
random times.   
  

 
Knowsley Safari Park England. 
 

One of the most recent animal collections to date to 
incorporate hanging feeders and by far the park using the 
largest nets. The nets when laid out on the floor will hold 
probably six larger bales of hay. This has been a great 
improvement to their feeding regime as they would have 
to put food on the ground which in turn with so many 
elephants became trampled and fouled.  
 

Knoxville Zoo, Tennessee.  
 
Similar to the Phoenix Zoo structures 
the people at Knoxville became one 
of the fore-runners at documenting 
the physical benefits hanging feeders 
had on their elephants. Neck girths 
were measured and a distinct 
improvement to their anatomy was 
easy to see. There were also obvious 
social improvements with elephants 
having to reach to the hard to obtain hay took their minds away 
from displacement and other anti-social activities. 
 

Chester Zoo, England has had a long history with elephants and has 
developed a very strong breeding program. Chester is a zoo with the 
closest herd dynamics to those in the wild, as babies are born into the 
group the monitoring and development of natural behavior has become 
an interesting project. Hay-nets have been a part of the zoo’s elephant 
feeding and movement strategies for a number of years and are 
constantly being reviewed.       
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Rio Safari Park Alicanti, Spain. 
 

I hold Rio Safari Park in high esteem because they were the fastest 
zoo that I have had the pleasure of working with to introduce the 
idea of hanging hay net feeders. They were especially attached to 
Bataty their female Asian elephant she was almost like a child to the 
family that owned her, so the mere mention of something that 
would benefit her health and mental wellbeing was immediately 
incorporated.  
 
 
 
 

 
Circus Krone, Germany. 
 

Circus Krone in Germany is the only circus that I know to 
have installed hanging feeders for their African 
elephants. The traveling nature of their routines makes it 
quite hard to erect and dismantle these structures after 
every performance date. But I have to say it made it 
quite interesting for the circus visitor also to see the 
elephants reaching for the hay. 
 
 
 

Dallas Zoo. 
 
Dallas Zoo opened their elephant habitat last in April and are 
introducing many new items to the elephant program, hay nets are 
just one of the stimulating ideas. The program expects to be fully 
operational with elephant searching, digging, reaching 
opportunities throughout the facility. They have to date seven 
hanging feeders and some other variation of the same theme.  
They have also seen some advantages to the hanging feeders, 
positive compatibility and time spent together has been affected.    
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Lisbon Zoo.  
 

Lisbon Zoo just recently installed hanging net 
feeders for their bull and were positive in saying his 
aggression was reduced after he spends much of 
his feeding by reaching and searching. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Interesting notes and observations.  
 

 Can Asian elephants chew while reaching into the hay nets?  
Twiggy a female African elephant at the Toledo Zoo can. I observed her packing the food 
into her mouth, chewing the food in her mouth while still reaching for more hay out of 
the net. 

 

 Some nets need to be adjusted or extra holes cut in the bottom so the elephant can 
reach through the net into the center of the hay, be sure that the net will allow cutting 
without the possibility of unraveling happening.  

 

 Tool use in elephants. We have all seen elephants scratching 
themselves with sticks on the belly or on their backs, we have 
witnessed elephants carrying pet rocks and resting logs under 
chins in what appears to a be a comforting manner, but how 
many have seen elephants using logs, boomer balls or tires to 
reach the hay nets? It starts with a mistake, the keepers put 
the hay net too high so the elephant couldn’t reach the food, 
the power of reasoning kicked in. The first time I saw this was 
at the Phoenix Zoo in the early 2000’s. An elephant would 
push the boomer ball over to the obviously too high hanging net. The mind boggles to 
think about the implications that the reasoning power an elephant must have under the 
hood, waiting to be used. 

 
 

Other feeder ideas are many of course, below are some that have been used and are providing 

positive occupation for zoo elephants.  
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